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Special discounts on bulk quantities of AMACOM books are available to corporations, professional
associations, and other organizations. It is sold with the understanding that the publisher is not engaged in
rendering legal, accounting, or other professional service. If legal advice or other expert assistance is required,
the services of a competent pro- fessional person should be sought. Includes bibliographical references and
index. T7 M Printed in the United States of America. Although this publication is subject to copyright,
permission is granted free of charge to photocopy or download and print any pages by reader that are required
in the text. Only the original purchaser may make photocopies. Under no circumstances is it permitted to sell
or distribute on a commercial basis material reproduced from this publication. This publication may not be
reproduced, stored in a retrieval system, or transmitted in whole or in part, in any form or by any means,
electronic, mechanical, photocopying, recording, or otherwise, without the prior written permission of
AMACOM, a division of American Management Association, Broadway, New York, NY I will not, in the
interest of brevity, list them here. You know who you are, and know that I am forever grateful. In contrast, a
few specific individuals are largely responsible for my show biz success. I would like to publicly thank them
now: Jacquie Flynn for embracing the vision of this book; Ray Keppel for introducing me to ventriloquism;
Ron Zollweg and John Miller for tutoring my magic skills; Angela Rivers for encouraging my entry into the
music profession; Doris Yager for providing me with a solid stagecraft foundation; my wife Rebecca for
providing steadfast support; my father for sharing the joys of jazz music with me; and my mother for
introducing me to show biz. From black gum to funny costumes to pantomimes, my mother taught me that the
world is indeed a stage. Mom, this book is dedicated to you. Your yo-yo will become a vital office tool. You
can behave oddly with impunity. You can explore toy stores and call it work. Your CD collection will be tax
deductible. Wearing funny hats becomes acceptable behavior. Your learners will enjoy themselves. Your
learners will pay attention, and retain your message. Istarted writing this book at age five. Well, that may be an
overstatement. After all, Ibarely knew how to write my name. I did, however, begin a trek that led to this
book. It was a late October morning in Utica, New York. As is true every fall in upstate New York, summer
gives way to an early fall. Around October, winter begins fighting its way in. On this particular morning, the
early morning chill indicated that the fight had begun. I was underdressed in a tee shirt and shorts. But despite
my attire, I was alive with adrenaline. Today was my debut. In my kindergarten class, to build awareness of a
circus sponsored by a local charity, we were putting on our own circus, and I was one of the performers. As I
entered the class- room, I saw the spectators. A large number of them had already gathered. In retrospect it
was probably just class parents waiting to see their children perform. Who they were, however, was of no
consequence to me. The fact that they were there to watch me is what mattered. Our teacher functioned as the
master of ceremonies, introducing the acts one by one. Next came the clowns, all happy and silly. I was to be
the trapeze performer. As it turned out, I was the trapeze hanger-on-for- dear-lifer. My teacher physically
lifted me through my paces, first bending me this way, and then turning me that way. This event occurred in
an era before videotape recorders, and looking back on it, I am glad. I must have been the sorriest trapeze artist
in the history of the Kernan Grade School. The teacher finished guiding me through my routine. Thankful that
the routine was over, I planted both of my wobbly feet on the ground. I was intently gazing at those feet and
regaining my balance when I heard a strange new sound. In curiosity, I slowly looked to see what the noise
was. What I saw people whom I had never met smiling, nodding ap- provingly, and applauding. It was the
most astonishing revelation of my life. If I could make people smile, they would praise me in return. A
performance career was born. Many people spend their lives searching for meaning, relationships, or a better
job. From that day forward, I focused on reaching people through performance, and found my- self drawn to
any entertainment form that got a positive audience reaction. I first performed with marionettes. Next, I
transitioned into ventriloquism, and from there to magic. After a few years of practice, I joined a traveling
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entertainment troupe, the Rhythm-Lites. During my years with the Rhythm-Lites, I performed as a master of
ceremonies, a singer and dancer, a magician and ventriloquist, a pianist and later the musical director, and
show writer. Along the way, I discovered how entertainment reaches and moves people. Next came an
entertainment career as a musician- magician in a variety of acts over 10 years, performing in 40 of the U.
Many of those acts were eye catching. We named one act after our magical rabbit, Sydney. Our bass player
drank a bottle of beer while standing on his head. I floated a light bulb across the dance floor. She survived but
soon quit. I still wonder why. Eventually, I put away all my entertainment toys and joined the training and
develop- ment and collegiate worlds. I tried to be serious. But over time, I found myself adding entertainment
elements to my classrooms. The similarities between entertainment and learning were too obvious to ignore.
Both disciplines require a professional delivery. If the delivery is amateurish, the entertainer is booed, and the
trainer is ignored. They both must attract attention, and fail if attention is not captured, or worse, lost after it is
gained. If no one hears the learning point, that point cannot be remembered. These similarities led me to fold
entertainment elements into the learning environ- ment. Simul- taneously, I began to notice a change in the
attitudes of learners. The people entering the workforce had shorter attention spans. They did not listen well.
They expected more, in less time. They were quick to begin new things, and just as quick to abandon them.
Immediately, an incongruity hit me. Titanic is three hours long! If I attempted a three-hour lecture, they would
have mutinied. None of them would have paid to repeat my class. It occurred to me that the entertainment
industry knew how to capture and maintain attention, and that if I could codify those techniques, I could too. I
began analyzing the techniques used in entertainment, and aggressively looked for applications to the learning environment. As I discovered techniques and added them to my classes, I noticed that test and class
evaluation scores rose. The more I employed entertainment techniques, the more effective learning became.
And then, one day, a former learner approached me. She asked if she could attend a class again! I knew then
that entertainment works. In this book, I share with you a different way to think about learning. It is a
combina- tion of learning and entertainment. It is a method for increasing retention while simulta- neously
making learning engaging and fun. We then identify training applications for those techniques.
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Lenn Millbower will explain show biz techniques to you and how to use them in training. What this means is that you can
become a more effective trainer while your participants actually enjoy being trained.
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Before we begin our finale, let's review our journey through Show Biz Training.. ACT ONE. Act One: The Info-Fog,
focused on the need for Show Biz Training techniques.. In Chapter One: The Distracted Learner, We discovered the
info-fog our learners face, and the factors that have caused its existence.
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Grounded in the latest adult learning and training theories, Show Biz Training provides creative techniques that use
comedy, props, magic, theater, and music, giving readers all the tools they need to perform the many activities found
inside.
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media.
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